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● Forecasting species and vessel dynamics - Identifying factors that 
influence climate projections of species and vessel dynamics. 

● Tracking magnitude/velocity of change - How quickly are projected 
changes likely to occur in species and vessels? How can historical data help us characterize 
the likely changes across the near and far future?

● Harnessing big data and data pipelines - How can state of the art 
computational infrastructure and more creative data uses help us improve dynamic 
modelling?

● Climate change uncertainty in a fisheries context - Capturing and 
communicating climate uncertainty for fisheries stakeholders is mission critical. We aim to 
improve how stakeholders understand and interpret uncertainty



Stakeholder engagement and communication 

Accessible, 
online products

Build and 
expand capacity

Relevant/timely
data viz



Target 14.2 Improve mgmt./resilience
• Indicator 14.2.1 – Ecosystem based 

management 

Target 14.4 Support science-based harvest
• Indicator 14.4.1 – Sustainable 

harvest
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What’s under the hood Applications
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Forecasting species dynamics: climate change in the CCS
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Magnitude / Velocity of Change



Forecasting vessel dynamics
Shipboard AIS >70,000 
fishing vessels globally
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AIS-based movements
dVDMs

Predicted vessel distributions



Magnitude / Velocity of Change



Joint distribution
modeling: 

Comparing present and 
future climate-influenced 
distributions 
(sensu Sadykova et al. 2016, 2019)

Forecasting species and vessel dynamics



ICCAT marker tags – blue shark (N = 96,175) 

NW Atlantic (N = 194,756) | Total ICCAT (N = 484,065)

Harnessing big data/Computing



Building better models by integrating “big” 
datasets



From big data to decision support: 
an end-to-end machine learning workflow

multiple
users



Communicating/Unpacking Uncertainty
Underlying ocean dynamics Species traits

Amount of dataClimate models

Andrew’s bubble plot
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Worldview: inspiration for effective 
communication & storytelling
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Climate models being considered





Species data (example)

EcoCast species -> leatherback, sea lion, blue shark, swordfish, risso
dolphin, northern right whale dolphin, short beak common dolphin, 
pacific white sided dolphins, shortfin mako shark, common thresher 
shark



Environmental data


